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“DANGER MEN COOKING” AT CEDAR POINT SHOW
SANDUSKY, OH --- “Mac and The Big Cheese,” the Abbott and Costello of comedy cooking
will be the headliners on the main stage at this year’s Progressive North American Demo Boat
Show at Cedar Point, August 25-28.
The Boston-based duo of Pat Mac (Mac) and Mike Faverman (The Big Cheese) has been
cracking up audiences from coast to coast for more than a decade. Brace yourself for expert
cooking advice like: “Most chefs recommend using virgin olive oil, but we prefer the
promiscuous kind!”
The “Mac and The Big Cheese” act is one of the additions to this year’s boat show entertainment
and feature lineup, according to Bryan Ralston, show manager. “We’re offering visitors a whole
lot more than just a great line up of boats and accessories. We want the whole family to be
entertained and have fun.”
“Last weekend we almost sold out the front row,” quips Mac. The truth is they have sold
thousands of copies of their “Mac and the Big Cheese Cookbook” and 8 different DVD’s. Yes,
they actually do offer many real recipes, like Blueberry Peanut Butter White Cake, during their
performance. Audiences just have to figure out which is which?
For example, gotta love their Exceptional Roasted Marshmallows recipe: “Just dip the
marshmallow in a good Brandy (maybe Bailey’s), crystallize it with a plumber’s torch and enjoy
. . . use double the alcohol for kids, they’ll sleep well!”
They have appeared nationally on the Travel Channel, TruTV, NPR and literally hundreds of
local TV stations, and have won cooking competitions around the country. “They bring people
together through food and laughter,” wrote one reviewer. “When you’re not laughing you’re
learning. Simply the funniest comedy cooking duo ever!”
With the boat sales continuing to grow in Ohio and nationwide, Ralston says around 400 power
and sailboats will be on display this year, making it the largest in-water show since the ’08
recession.
For the latest updates on the show, go to: www.cedarpointboatshow.com
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